
TracPhone® HTS-series
The high-speed revolution  
in marine communications
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The most advanced maritime 
network available
Our HTS network offers critical advantages for you, 
your guests, and your crew, including:

*Requires Wi-Fi Calling support via your cell phone service provider

The most advanced managed HTS 
network with 272 million square  
kilometers (105 million square miles) of  
KVH’s industry-leading Ku-band VSAT 
coverage, plus C-band coverage with the 
TracPhone V11hts

A high-speed global network that 
delivers speeds as fast as 20/3 Mbps 
(down/up) using the TracPhone V11hts, 
10/3 Mbps with the TracPhone V7hts, 
and 5/2 Mbps using the TracPhone V3hts*

 

Greater resilience to weather and 
rain fade than Ka-band services 

6-Level Cybersecurity Program,
including advanced network-level firewall
with automated threat management to
provide additional security; plus, every
system comes loaded with the award-
winning KVH Videotel™ “Cybersecurity
Safety at Sea” training program to help
reduce risk due to human behavior

Automatic, fast switching among the 
network’s worldwide, redundant beams 
for seamless and reliable communications 
wherever you travel 

Crystal-clear, prioritized voice service  
for exceptional call quality; all systems also 
support Wi-Fi Calling via compatible 
cell phones* 

*Data rates are rate plan maximums and may vary in different regions and under different conditions     †Source: Euroconsult, March 2018 market share VSAT units 

High-speed, dual-channel systems

TracPhone V7hts and V11hts each offer 
unmatched speed using new next-generation,
high-throughput satellites (HTS) from Intelsat 
and additional capacity from SKY Perfect JSAT, 
all integrated within the Intelsat Flex Maritime 
platform. The unique dual-channel configuration
provides both high-speed and unlimited use  
data channels to best meet the needs of you  
and your guests.

Premium equipment and seamless 
global coverage

The TracPhone HTS-series state-of-the-art 
antennas deliver exceptional reliability and 
tracking even in rough seas. Sophisticated 
software provides versatile data controls and 
management. Plus, the TracPhone V11hts has 
a unique dual Ku/C-band design with automatic 
switching to deliver expanded global coverage, 
including Northern and Southern latitudes, and 
superior connectivity, even in extreme weather.

The Power of One™

With 24/7/365 support in more than 3,500 ports 
worldwide and the industry’s most flexible airtime 
plans, the TracPhone HTS-series is part of KVH’s 
seamlessly integrated marine communications 
solution, which makes your time onboard more 
enjoyable and worry-free than ever before.  
That’s the KVH Advantage.

New! TracPhone V11hts  
1.1 m Ku/C-band antenna

20/3 Mbps (down/up)*

TracPhone V7hts  
60 cm Ku-band antenna 
10/3 Mbps (down/up)*

Blazing Speeds
High-speed data channel  

perfect for things like video 
chat, social media, video and 

music streaming, web  
browsing, and more

Affordable Pricing
New, flexible airtime options to 

fit the needs of every size  
or type of yacht

Unlimited Use
An unlimited use data  

channel offering a variety of  
speed-based plans for email, 

messaging, IoT, and more
(TracPhone V7hts and V11hts only)

+ +

Brought to you by the No. 1 maritime VSAT network – 
KVH mini-VSAT Broadbandsm

†

Keeping you connected at sea with high speed 
and expanded coverage
Travel the seas with confidence and blazing fast connectivity with the TracPhone HTS-series 
from KVH. Powered by our high-speed worldwide network and providing extended global 
coverage, the TracPhone V7hts and the new TracPhone V11hts each offer KVH’s latest 
advances in marine satellite communications and performance to deliver everything you  
want in a single package:  

TracPhone HTS-series 



“We are very dependent upon the KVH TracPhone V7hts Ku-band antenna 
with the worldwide mini-VSAT Broadband HTS network. We use it for 24/7 data 

communications and it also gives me a phone number with a Seattle area code. It would  
be very difficult to do this trip without the TracPhone. It’s been a real enabler for us.”  

J. Hamilton, M/V Dirona
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The world’s 
fastest, lightest 
ultra-compact 
marine VSAT
37 cm Ku-band antenna 
5/2 Mbps (down/up)

Get the speed and control your adventures require with KVH’s exclusive dual-channel configuration that offers both 
a high-speed and an unlimited use data channel through unique hybrid airtime plans ideally suited to the needs of 
everyone onboard.

Industry’s Fastest Unlimited
Plans as fast as 8/2 Mbps down/up

Industry’s Highest Speed
Plans as fast as 20/3 Mbps down/up

      Simple tools to control data usage   

      All plans offer fastest network speeds 

      Ideal for: videoconferencing, video chat  
      (e.g., via WhatsApp™ or Skype), telemedicine,  
      web browsing, security cameras, on-demand  
      file transmission, video & music streaming,  
      allocated crew usage

Speed-based plans to fit every need

Fixed monthly price – no overage 

Ideal for: IoT data transfer, email, software 
updates, instant messaging (e.g., WhatsApp), 
automated file transmission, social media, 
weather updates, VPN, unallocated  
crew usage 

+

Use BOTH to deliver the best experience for you, your guests, and yacht operations!

Exclusive to the TracPhone V7hts & TracPhone V11hts:

Dual channels, one powerful solution

TracPhone V7hts

KVH’s award-winning TracPhone V7hts provides the uncompromised 
speed and coverage you rely on when you head off on your next 
voyage. At 60 cm, this rugged, marine-grade antenna outperforms 
the leading competing 1-meter Ku-band systems to keep you and 
your guests connected to the world wherever you cruise.

View complete product specs: kvh.com/v7htsspecs

The TracPhone V3hts outperforms leading competing 60-85 cm 
Ku-band antennas and lets you get more out of life on your boat.  
Ultra-compact at 37 cm, lightweight, and packed with power, the 
TracPhone V3hts makes it easy for you and your guests to stream HD 
content, video chat, connect with the office, get weather information, 
check emails, and more. With simple metered plans all delivering 5/2 
Mbps, the TracPhone V3hts is an ideal solution for smaller boats or as 
a blazing fast VSAT backup for superyachts.  

View complete product specs: kvh.com/v3htsspecs

TracPhone V11hts

The TracPhone V11hts sets a new standard in marine 
communications. At 20 Mbps, it delivers the fastest speeds,  
redundant Ku/C-band services, and greatly expanded
coverage. With its advanced technology, sleek design, and  
superior reception in extreme weather, the TracPhone V11hts 
meets the demanding expectations of boaters worldwide. 

View complete product specs: kvh.com/v11htsspecs

NEW!

TracPhone V3hts

www.kvh.com/v7htsspecs
www.kvh.com/v3htsspecs
www.kvh.com/v11htsspecs


Superior performance via 
KVH Proactive Monitoring
Every TracPhone HTS-series system reports  
daily on 95+ key performance indicators.  
KVH engineers and support specialists can then 
respond proactively to optimize your system’s 
performance so you enjoy a premium experience 
and get more out of your time on the water.

Protect your investment 
with KVH OneCare™

Our global support program protects your 
VSAT investment and helps you minimize your 
costs. With KVH OneCare, you enjoy the marine 
industry’s most comprehensive array of services 
including:

       Application Engineering, Solution 
       Deployment, and Operating Support for the 
       life of your product 

       A 2-year parts and labor warranty along with 
       the option to extend warranty coverage to as 
       many as 5 years

“We were in Fiji, so when my ETO came to me to explain the problem 
my heart sank, as we were so close to departing to pick up the owner of 
the yacht. When I heard that a new KVH antenna and an engineer was 

on the way, I could hardly believe it. In over twenty years working aboard 
superyachts, this has to be the best and most impressive service that I 

have ever received.” 

G. Newton, S/Y Hetarios

“I have logged more than 300,000 ocean miles 
in my career, always with KVH products on 
board and KVH support on call. The clients I 
represent also demand the best and fair value. 
That’s why KVH and its systems and services 
are a perfect match for us.  
“The new TracPhone V7hts delivers great 
data speed and we enjoy outstanding TV 
entertainment thanks to TracVision. Through 
it all, KVH and its team has kept its personal 
connection, outstanding support attitude, and 
innovative technologies, making our choice of 
KVH a win-win for all!” 

T. Laughridge, M/V Lady Victoria

View detailed data usage by application category

Vessel tracking

Creating confidence through control 
Enjoy complete visibility of and control over operational and personal data usage thanks to the secure  
myKVH™ portal and the mini-VSAT Manager suite of tools:

     View detailed daily and monthly data consumption reports 
and how that data is being used 

     Limit unintended background data use by protocols like  
Apple iCloud

®

, Google Drive, and Dropbox with built-in  
data shaping  

     Assign daily/weekly/monthly data allowances to help you, 
your guests, and your crew to stay within your monthly  
data plan

 Set up and receive usage alerts to stay up to date on your 
monthly data consumption

 See real-time vessel tracking with up to one year of  
position data updated as frequently as every 90 seconds

The engine that drives it all
The Integrated CommBox Modem (ICM) with its high-throughput modem, 
Voice over IP (VoIP) adapter, versatile CommBox™ network management 
software and built-in Wi-Fi and Ethernet, is the streamlined all-in-one 
belowdecks unit that drives the TracPhone HTS-series. Its easy-to-use 
interface allows you to easily operate and configure your system.



www.kvh.com

 
 

 
 

KVH Industries, Inc.
World Headquarters

Middletown, RI  U.S.A.
Tel: +1.401.847.3327  Fax: +1.401.849.0045

 Email: info@kvh.com

 
 
 

 

KVH Industries A/S
EMEA Headquarters
Kokkedal, Denmark

Tel: +45.45.160.180  Fax: +45.45.160.181
 Email: info@emea.kvh.com

 
 

 
 

KVH Industries Pte Ltd.
Asia-Pacific Headquarters

Singapore
Tel: +65.6513.0290  Fax: +65.6472.3469

 Email: info@apac.kvh.com
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KVH, TracPhone, TracVision, myKVH, KVH OneCare, Videotel, CommBox, Power of One, and the unique light colored dome with dark contrasting baseplate are trademarks of KVH Industries, Inc.   
“mini-VSAT Broadband” is a service mark of KVH Industries, Inc. •  iPhone and iCloud are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. •  Other trademarks are the property of their respective companies. 

Protected by U.S. patents 9,520,637 and 9,966, 648. 
©2019, KVH Industries, Inc.

Bring the best onboard with KVH 
The results speak for themselves. In any harbor, anywhere around the world, 
you’ll see KVH’s distinctive white antennas with gray baseplates. With more 
than 200,000 mobile antennas fielded worldwide, KVH has supplied more 
satellite communications and TV antenna systems for mobile applications than 
any other manufacturer. When you choose KVH, you choose the best!

TracPhone V7hts/V11hts Coverage View TracPhone V3hts/V7hts/V11hts-specific maps at  
kvh.com/htscoverage

TracVision® and TracPhone – the perfect match
The TracVision TV- and HD-series antennas bring the television content you love onboard in the 
best way possible – with sophisticated technology that’s simple to use. Models are offered in 
sizes that match all HTS-series products for a beautiful dual antenna installation that delivers an 
entertainment experience just like you enjoy at home! kvh.com/tvseriesleisure

Model Speed Size Network/band Model Number

TracPhone V3hts 5/2 Mbps (down/up) 37 cm Ku-band 01-0418-11

TracPhone V7hts 10/3 Mbps (down/up) 60 cm Ku-band 01-0408-15

TracPhone V11hts 20/3 Mbps (down/up) 1.1 m Ku/C-band 01-0415-11

www.kvh.com/htscoverage
www.kvh.com/tvseriesleisure
www.kvh.com/hts

